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Experimental Dance and Choreography Challenge Our Expectations of the
Gallery Experience in Franklin Street Works’ Newest Exhibition
Stamford, CT – “Showing the Work,” an exhibition curated by Sarah Fritchey,
will be on view at Franklin Street Works June 7 through August 31. The opening
reception will be held on Saturday, June 14 from 6:00 – 8:00 pm.
At a moment when major art museums regularly program experimental dance on
their premises, "Showing the Work" evaluates the stakes of this exchange. The
exhibition brings together eight artists whose work explores the meeting place
between the artist, the performance and the audience and demonstrates how
time-specific events might be meaningfully exhibited in the gallery over a multiweek period. Six of the artists will perform a one-night-only performance during
the show's twelve-week run, which will culminate in a roundtable discussion on
the final day.
“Showing the Work” asks: How can the live, transitory qualities of a dance be
represented during this exhibition? How does the “white cube” facilitate a critical
analysis of artist-audience interaction that traditional “black box” theaters do not?
How can the works on display resonate qualities of the performing body? How
might choreography be understood as a visual manifestation that is alive with the
possibility for change, truth, intimacy, and exchange?
The exhibition features artists working inside and out of the dance field who
design individual systems of choreography to generate new work. Many of these
works will be on view to the public for the first time and aim to introduce the
audience to terminology from the dance field, as well as to show the physical and
mental work of dance. The exhibition also rethinks a performance as one of an
infinite set of outcomes, a living form that much like the body is in a constant
state of change.
Likewise, the work on display will act more like a live body than video
documentation and include: a floor-to-wall-to-ceiling pattern that is the map for a
duet, a video that simultaneously presents four versions of the same dance
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performed in different spaces over the course of a year, artist notebooks that
contain scores for emoting sound and recognizable language, a gaming device
that proposes consumerism as a form of choreography, text/object combinations
that prompt viewers to become collaborators in a recorded performance, and a
lecture that critically interprets an early dance work anew.
Exhibiting artists include: Jen McGinn and iele paloumpis, Robert Morris,
Claudia La Rocco, Carolee Schneeman, Mårten Spångberg, Tatyana
Tenenbaum, and Gillian Walsh.

still from Tatyana Tenenbaum’s “Prologue” from Private Country, 2014, video, 15:05 min

PERFORMANCES AND PROGRAMS:
Saturday, June 14
7:00 pm: Gillian Walsh performs Hasbro™ Procedures
Friday, June 27
7:15 pm: Tatyana and Ezra Tenenbaum perform “Prologue” from Private Country
8:15 pm: Claudia La Rocco performs I just need one word and I can tell you
everything
Saturday, June 28
7:00 pm: iele paloumpis, Jen McGinn and Joanna Groom perform not unordered
in not resembling
Thursday, July 17
7:00 pm: Curator Tour and Conversation
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July (TBA)
Workshop for Curators of Dance and Performance, lead by Julie Tolentino
August (TBA)
Roundtable Discussion and Closing Reception
ABOUT THE CURATOR:
Sarah Fritchey is an active freelance curator who explores the tension between
choreography and improvisation as it relates to site and the act of meeting. She
is the Visual Arts Coordinator at Artspace New Haven and a contributing writer to
ArtForum’s Critcs' Picks, The New Haven Advocate, and Art New England. She
contributed as a research assistant to the 2013 Venice Biennial, the 50th
Anniversary show at the ICA Philadelphia, Liam Gillick: 199A-199B at The
Hessel Museum of Art, and Dangerous Beauty at The Chelsea Museum of Art.
	
  
	
  
ABOUT FRANKLIN STREET WORKS:
Franklin Street Works is a not-for-profit contemporary art space, café, and social
gathering place in Stamford, Connecticut. It produces original on-site and off-site
exhibitions, artist projects, and related
programming. Located in renovated
row houses on Franklin Street, the
two-story space includes three
galleries and a café. Franklin Street
Works embraces innovative art and
exhibition practices, a DIY attitude,
and a workshop approach to its
programming, audiences, and
organizational structure. The activities
and attitudes of the café reflect and
expand on the organization’s mission as a contemporary art venue.
GETTING THERE:
Franklin Street Works is located at 41 Franklin Street in downtown Stamford,
Connecticut, near the UCONN campus and less than one hour from New York
City via Metro North. Franklin Street Works is approximately one mile (a 15
minute walk) from the Stamford train station. On street parking is available on
Franklin Street (metered until 6 pm except on Sunday), and paid parking is
available nearby in a lot on Franklin Street and in the Summer Street Garage
(100 Summer Street), behind Target.
The art space and café are open to the public on Wednesday, Friday, Saturday,
and Sunday: 12:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. with extended hours on Thursdays, 12:00
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p.m. – 7:00 p.m. Franklin Street Works does not charge for admission during
regular gallery hours.
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